
What is Apple Enterprise Management?
With every Apple device, organizations need to be able to seamlessly incorporate technology that 
drives business initiatives. They can do this by offering users secure access to the resources they 
need, empowering IT to deliver the functionality required in today’s modern work environment and 
providing Information Security with the peace of mind that devices and data are protected at all 
times — all while delivering an exceptional experience for every employee.

Apple Enterprise Management fills the gap between 
what Apple offers and what the enterprise requires, 
providing IT with an unmatched and complete toolset to 
fully empower users. And Jamf is the definitive leader in 
the software category of Apple Enterprise Management, 
according to IDC.

Jamf is the only Apple Enterprise Management 
solution of scale that automates the entire lifecycle of 
Apple in the enterprise, including device deployment, 
management and security, without negatively 
impacting the end-user experience or requiring 
IT to touch the device.
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Want to learn more?
Check out our video
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https://www.jamf.com/blog/idc-marketscape-recognizes-jamf-as-leader-in-unified-endpoint-management-for-apple-devices/
https://www.jamf.com/resources/videos/connect-manage-and-protect-apple-devices/
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Apple Enterprise Management vs. mobile device management (MDM)

Apple Enterprise Management stems from the need to keep up with growing Apple usage in the enterprise. 
Simply managing Mac, iPad, iPhone and Apple TV is no longer enough for modern enterprises, and leaves IT, 
Information Security and other critical teams lacking the tools to:

Securely connect users to 
resources they need to be 

productive and self-sufficient

Automate every aspect of device 
and application management

Adequately protect devices, data 
and user privacy
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How Apple Enterprise Management can help your customers

Apple Enterprise Management achieves this by automating and supporting the entire lifecycle 
of Apple in the enterprise.

Deploy Connect Manage Protect

IT departments are able 
to deploy devices to any 
employee, anywhere, with 
additional benefits:

• A personalized, out-of-
the-box experience for 
each individual.

• Countless hours of 
saved time and stress by 
creating a zero-touch, 
automated deployment 
workflow.

Whether onboarding new 
employees or managing 
ongoing support for your 
customers’ workforces, they 
can find comfort knowing 
their users have secure 
access to their network and 
resources, as well as:

• Access to devices and 
applications with a single 
password, drastically 
reducing help desk 
tickets from users

• IT ensuring that only 
appropriate users are 
accessing devices and 
company resources.

• IT can ensure that after 
an user authenticates 
into their device, 
business connections 
are secured while also 
preserving a user’s 
privacy when connecting 
to personal apps.

Apple Enterprise 
Management automates 
management of user 
devices and apps to 
streamline and support 
your organization, devices 
and end users, while 
giving admins more power 
and information at their 
disposal. Additionally:

• IT can effectively oversee 
an entire fleet of devices 
and automatically 
distribute apps and 
settings to one user or a 
whole team.

• Run reports on any 
inventory category — 
even making  dashboards 
for instant report visibility 
— to inform business 
decisions or monitor 
device compliance. 

• Organizations can 
enforce acceptable 
usage policies to 
eliminate shadow IT 
and block risky content, 
while also managing 
data consumption with 
real-time analytics and 
granular reporting.

Apple Enterprise 
Management leverages 
native Apple security 
features, runs policies 
to enforce FileVault 
encryption, restricts 
malicious software and 
patches all of your Apple 
devices without any user 
interaction. What’s more:

• Ensure that any 
devices that stray from 
benchmarks are quickly 
identified and brought 
back in compliance.

• Prevent, detect and 
remediate malware 
and attacks that target 
Apple devices, instead of 
impacting the end-user 
experience searching 
for Windows attacks on 
Apple devices.

• Protect iOS endpoints 
from being compromised 
through threat detection 
and zero-day phishing 
prevention, with a first-
class app for notifications 
and remediation.
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What sets Jamf apart from the competition?

Together, Jamf Solutions can help IT and security teams confidently protect the devices, data 
and applications used by their hybrid workforce without impacting the end user experience. 
Jamf provides the most scalable Apple Enterprise Management platform on the market.

Positioning statements:  
Apple Enterprise Management

• Jamf is the only Apple enterprise management solution of scale that automates 
the entire lifecycle of Apple in the enterprise, including device deployment, 
management and security, without negatively impacting the end-user experience or 
requiring IT to touch the device. Unlike competitors, Jamf preserves the native and 
consistent Apple experience that people expect at work, while fulfilling the security, 
compliance and privacy requirements of the enterprise.

• Jamf extends the Apple experience to the enterprise, by helping organizations 
connect, manage and protect Apple devices, apps and corporate resources.

• Jamf provides more value beyond just management specifications, giving you 
the ability to seamlessly connect your users to the resources they need, while 
protecting the devices and data they access.

• Through both its integrated platform and user-based pricing plan, we make it easy 
for you to leverage the value of Jamf’s portfolio, whatever your needs are today 
and as you grow.

• Purpose-built for an Apple environment, our products will meet your needs 
today and in the future. What matters is your ability to manage them efficiently 
and seamlessly as your device count grows and your environment changes.

Discover the Partner Guides for all Jamf Solutions:

Jamf Pro Jamf Connect Jamf Protect

Secure your remote access and protect 
against the broadest range of cyber threats 
and content risks.
With Jamf Threat Defense and Jamf Data Policy, your customers can 
protect against zero-day security threats on the device and in the network.

Why combine Jamf Threat Defense and Data Policy? 

Mobile security is a growing concern that your customers are trying to address. If you do not offer 
guidance on this subject, a different technology partner will. Jamf Threat Defense and Jamf Data Policy 
include both an on-device endpoint application and real-time, in-network protection. When combined, 
your customers benefit from an enterprise solution that protects your devices, data and users, all while 
preserving the legendary Apple user experience.

Why might a customer want this? 

• Organizations want to provide flexibility and freedom to their users but need to balance that with 
their security posture. They need dynamic tools that can deliver the right experience at the right 
time, which Jamf Threat Defense and Data Policy can offer. 

• Organizations strive to provide a mobile experience that keeps end users productive. They 
can achieve this by enforcing acceptable use policies that prevent users from accessing 
inappropriate content.

• Data overage and roaming costs can be considerable, especially at the enterprise level. Having an 
accurate understanding of data usage allows organizations to become more efficient and effective.

Jamf Partner 
Enablement Guide: 
Jamf Threat Defense 
and Data Policy
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Threat Defense 
& Data Policy

Enable fast, simple and secure Zero Trust 
Network Access (ZTNA) designed for Apple 
devices and compatible with any enterprise OS
Security is a critical element of Apple Enterprise Management. Jamf Private Access 
complements our existing security offerings to address key corporate priorities. 
Businesses want a productive workforce, and employees can be productive when they 
connect to their applications and data seamlessly. 

Jamf Partner 
Enablement Guide: 
Jamf Private Access

What is Private Access?  
Remote access re-imagined 

Private Access is a true Zero Trust Network Access 
solution that replaces legacy VPN technology to 
deliver a streamlined solution that’s more secure, 
easier to manage and delightful to use.

What does this mean for your customers 
and their organizations?

Private Access ensures that after a user 
authenticates into their device, business connections 
are secured. At the same time, it enables non-
business applications to route directly to the Internet, 
preserving end-user privacy and optimizing network 
infrastructure.

For IT, deploying servers, managing certificates and 
configuring IP addresses are things of the past.

Private Access is a great fit for any organization 
that needs to provide a flexible remote working 
experience to their teams, on any managed or bring-
your-own (BYOD) device.

“I love my VPN!”
No one ever
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Private Access
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Instead of having multiple conversations about multiple products, tailor 
conversations to address the customer’s priorities and initiatives while 
presenting Jamf as a solution for Apple device management.  
This will help you to: 

Encourage Apple adoption among your customers

Jamf has a unique, visible and distinct way of managing Apple devices. 
Organizations tend to increase the number of Apple devices deployed 
when they have a seamless management experience. By selling Jamf, 
you are not only creating a delightful experience for your customers, 
but that will also help you sell more Apple products while making a 
larger margin on each sale.

Increase deal size

Most organizations are looking for a device management solution as 
their baseline. Upselling Jamf solutions increases the average deal 
size by offering not just management, but broader capabilities of 
Apple Enterprise Management across all devices. Apple Enterprise 
Management is a more enticing and robust offering.

Accelerate your sales revenue

Moving from a conversation about management to user access and 
security helps to open doors to other conversations, such as services 
and support. This is how you, as a partner, can continue to drive 
revenue and margins.
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Priorities or needs Jamf 
Pro

Jamf 
Connect

Jamf 
Protect

Jamf 
Threat 
Defense

Jamf 
Data 
Policy

Jamf 
Private 
Access

Save time and money by offering an 
automated and personalized onboarding 
experience. Deploy devices to any 
employee, anywhere.

Reduce help desk tickets to IT by:

• Giving autonomy to employees 
with Self Service app

• Minimizing issues associated with 
password resets

• Improve security and end-user 
experience with passwordless 
authentication

Offer peace of mind to your customers:

• Ensure appropriate users are accessing 
devices and company resources

• Be the first to know when suspicious 
activities occur

• Protect systems from known macOS 
malware, including those threats and 
attacks unique to Apple‘s architecture

Increase productivity of employees by:

• Giving them autonomy to manage 
personalized pre-approved apps using 
Self Service

• Not interrupting or delaying operations 
due to security checks

• Keeping them on task with a single 
password that is synchronized down to 
the local-account level, even when the 
password is changed

IT Departments can save time and 
money on processes like:

• App management

• Device provisioning

• Managing policies and settings

• Securing devices

Save time and money by managing data 
consumption with real-time analytics and 
granular reporting, configured just for the 
person it is for
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Jamf Licence Models:

User-Based Licensing

• Features of Jamf Pro, Jamf Connect and 
Jamf Protect delivered in one pricing plan

• Licensing based on the number of users 
instead of number of devices

• Mac, iPhone, iPad and Apple TV devices 
can all be under one user license

• Maximum 5 devices per user license

Discover more about our user-based licencing 
model: Jamf Business Plan

Check out additional talking points, discovery questions, objection handling 
and more in our Jamf Apple Enterprise Management Sales Play.

Perfectly position Jamf to customers: 
Jamf Solution Sales Plays

 

Device-Based Licensing

• Purchase licenses of Jamf Pro, Jamf Connect, 
Jamf Protect, Jamf Threat Defense, Jamf Data 
Policy and Jamf Private Access for your Apple 
devices to connect, manage and protect 
corporate resources and apps

Have questions about Jamf’s products?

Reach out to your Jamf Channel Account Manager to learn 
more or email us at emeia.channel@jamf.com
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